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Abstract—
We propose an algorithm for design and on the fly modifica-

tion of the schedule of a wireless ad hoc network for provision of
fair service guarantees under topological changes. The primary
objective is to derive a distributed coordination method for sched-
ule construction and modification for any wireless ad-hoc network
that operates under a schedule where transmissions at each slot
are explicitly specified over a time period of lengthT .

We first introduce a fluid model of the system where the conflict
avoidance requirements of neighboring links are relaxed while the
aspect of local channel sharing is captured. In that model we pro-
pose an algorithm where the nodes asynchronously re-adjust the
rates allocated to their adjacent links based only on local informa-
tion. We prove that from any initial condition the algorithm finds
the maxmin fair rate allocation in the fluid model. Hence, if the
iteration is performed constantly the rate allocation will track the
optimal even in regimes of constant topology changes.

Then we consider the slotted system and propose a modifica-
tion method that applies directly on the slotted schedule, emulat-
ing the effect of the rate re-adjustment iteration of the fluid model.
Through extensive experiments in networks with fixed and time
varying topologies we show that the latter algorithm achieves bal-
anced rate allocations in the actual slotted system that are very
close to the maxmin fair rates. The experiments show also that the
algorithm is very robust on topology variations, with very good
tracking properties of the maxmin fair rate allocation.

I. INTRODUCTION

As wireless ad hoc networks evolve from the experimental to
the commercial domain, there is a need for efficient bandwidth
allocation of the scarce wireless resources to the network users.
A major obstacle in this quest is the spatial contention of trans-
missions sharing the wireless medium. Spatial contention can
be addressed either in the physical or MAC layer.

On one end, the physical layer uses only a single channel
and wireless nodes transmit using a broadcast wireless medium.
Then all links in a vicinity contend for use of this medium be-
cause a node’s transmission reaches all others. This creates
several versions of the problem of unintended broadcast trans-
missions (the most well known being the ”hidden-terminal”
and ”exposed terminal” problems) and a family of random dis-
tributed MAC protocols ([22], [23]) to address them. Despite
their distributed nature and flexibility, random access MAC pro-

tocols cannot offer deterministic bandwidth allocation guaran-
tees.

Multi-channel wireless technologies address spatial con-
tention at the physical layer where each channel is defined by a
separate frequency or spread spectrum code. The idea is that if
the links in a vicinity do not use the same channel, then conflict-
free transmissions can take place at the same time. Even if this
method mitigates collisions due to unintended broadcast trans-
missions, contention still exists because each wireless node is
usually equipped with a single transceiver and cannot transmit
or receive simultaneously. This form of contention necessitates
coordination of node transmissions on channels and links by
establishing conflict-free schedules [1]. According to such a
schedule, each node can communicate to only one link at a time.
Also, the endpoint nodes of each link must be coordinated to
communicate during common time intervals. Any violation of
the above two rules, results to a conflict. Conflict-free schedul-
ing allows for explicit and guaranteed bandwidth allocation: the
fraction of time a pair of nodes spends communicating conflict-
free on a link determines the rate (bandwidth) allocated to this
link.

Early work has indicated that finding perfectly conflict-free
link schedules that satisfy a certain global optimal objective
(such as minimum schedule length for a given set of link band-
width allocation requirements) is a notoriously hard problem,
even if global topology information is available [1][3]. The
first distributed approach [2] started by flooding connectivity
and traffic requirements in the entire network and then each
node computed the conflict-free schedule by independently ex-
ecuting a centralized algorithm. This is clearly not efficient,
especially when the network is dynamic.

The emergence of the Bluetooth multi-channel wireless tech-
nology [21] has inspired more refined research on distributed
link scheduling schemes for Bluetooth ad hoc networks (termed
as scatternets). These distributed techniques are divided in hard
and soft coordination schemes. Hard coordination schemes
[8] attempt to establish perfectly conflict-free link schedules.
The advantage is that they can provide strict bandwidth alloca-
tion guarantees since no transmission conflicts exist. However,
maintenance of the conflict-free property may come at the ex-
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pense of significant communication overhead when there are
dynamic changes in the network. On the other hand, soft co-
ordination schemes [9][10][11] trade-off perfectly conflict-free
transmissions for lower complexity and better robustness in dy-
namic network operation. The downside–lack of ability to pro-
vide bandwidth allocation guarantees.

We introduce a low complexity, ”hard-coordination” dis-
tributed algorithm that aims in establishing and maintaining
maxmin fair bandwidth allocations in any slotted multi-channel
wireless network. Maxmin fairness is an intuitive and desir-
able objective in application scenarios where no explicit knowl-
edge exists about the bandwidth requirements of the users in
the network. A maxmin fair allocation tries to allocate an equal
amount of bandwidth to all users. If a user cannot utilize all
the bandwidth because of a constraint, then the residual band-
width is distributed to less constrained users. Among any feasi-
ble bandwidth allocations, a maxmin fair allocation ensures that
the most constrained users are allotted the maximum possible
bandwidth.

In this paper, we focus at the medium access layer and, as
in [4][5][6] [7], we address fairness for single-hop flows (links)
instead of multi-hop sessions. Two reasons motivate this ap-
proach. First, maintenance of end-to-end session state may not
be possible in lightweight mobile nodes or even desirable in
a highly mobile network. Still, transmissions must be coordi-
nated such that robust and balanced access is provided to the
higher layers. Second, provision of fairness on a multi-hop ses-
sion basis can be viewed as an orthogonal objective. Recently,
two distributed algorithms have been proposed in [31] and [32]
for end-to-end utility-based fairness and maxmin fairness, re-
spectively. Operating at a higher layer, these algorithms com-
pute the fair session rates, but they do not enforce these rates–a
distributed medium access mechanism is needed.

We first introduce a fluid model that captures only the band-
width allocation constraints without taking into account the
conflict-free requirement. In this model we propose a dis-
tributed algorithm that starts from an initial rate allocation and
eventually converges to the maxmin fair solution after a series
of asynchronous link rate adjustments. The slotted version of
the algorithm attempts to emulate the one of the fluid model
with the basic difference that whenever it adjusts the rate of
a link it does so by re-assigning transmission slots directly on
the network schedule without violating the conflict constraints.
Since the fluid algorithm converges to the maxmin fair rates
under asynchronous distributed operation, the slotted one is ex-
pected to have similar properties.

It should be noted that the maxmin fairness objective in slot-
ted multi-channel wireless systems was first addressed in [7].
The authors provide an on-line scheduling policy and prove an-
alytically that it converges to the maxmin fair solution. How-
ever, the policy uses global network information to compute the
conflict-free link schedule and therefore cannot be implemented
in practice. The slotted version of the distributed algorithm pro-
posed here is implementable but there is no analytical proof for
its exact convergence as in the fluid case. Through extensive
simulations in static and dynamic networks we show that the al-
gorithm possesses very good tracking properties of the maxmin
fair rate allocation.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the network model and definition of maxmin fairness.
Section III introduces the fluid part of the asynchronous algo-
rithm that computes the amount of rate adjustments. Section
IV describes the scheduling technique that enforces these rate
adjustments by means of conflict-free slot reallocations. In Sec-
tion V the algorithm performance is evaluated. We discuss re-
lated work in Section VI. Section VII concludes.

II. NETWORK MODEL AND MAXMIN FAIRNESS
DEFINITION

A. Network and communication model

The wireless ad hoc network is represented by a graph
G(N,L). An edge (i, j) signifies that nodes i and j are within
range and have established a physical wireless link. Physical
links are assigned communication channels such that there are
no conflicts due to unintended broadcast transmissions. One
way to achieve this is to associate every node with a unique
channel; if each physical link is assigned the channel of one
of the node endpoints, then, all transmissions between different
node endpoints will occur in different channels. Bluetooth is a
wireless technology that implements this method using spread
spectrum signaling. Each node is associated with a unique fre-
quency hopping (FH) sequence derived from its unique MAC
address. Upon link establishment, one of the node endpoints is
assigned as master and the other as slave. The link is assigned
the FH sequence of the master. Although not orthogonal, Blue-
tooth FH sequences have been shown to perform well in prac-
tice [33]. Interference can be further mitigated using distributed
assignment mechanisms that minimize the number of FH chan-
nels per locality[15][16][17]. In [13] it is shown that perfectly
orthogonal access can be achieved if nodes within two wireless
hops of each other are assigned orthogonal CDMA codes–if d
is an upper bound on the intended physical links per node, a
total of 2d(d − 1) + 2 (instead of N ) orthogonal channels are
needed. References [13][14] propose distributed dynamic algo-
rithms performing such assignments. Apart from using spread
spectrum channels, interference can also be mitigated using di-
rectional antennae.

We will assume that one of the above techniques is used
to avoid collisions due to unintended broadcast transmissions.
However, each wireless node has a single radio transceiver and
cannot communicate to more than one channel and link at a
time (see Figure 1).

The system is slotted and all nodes are synchronized on a
slot basis. Synchronization can be achieved using GPS clocks
or signaling techniques similar to those employed in wired net-
works [12] modified for the wireless setting. Every system slot
supports bidirectional transfer of data or control packets via a
pair of equal duration half-duplex mini-slots. To implement
conflict-free communications, each node i maintains a local pe-
riodic link schedule Si of T (full-duplex) slots. In every slot of
this schedule, a node can either communicate on a single link
or remain idle. Communication on a link is conflict-free only
if both endpoints have assigned concurrent slots on this link in
their local schedules.

We use two models to represent bandwidth allocation. In
the slot model the bandwidth allocated to a link l is expressed
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Fig. 1. Solid lines denote physical links (intended transmissions), while dotted
lines denote wireless proximity. Links support bidirectional transfer per slot.
Since links L3 and L5 use different channels, they can transmit simultaneously
without conflict even if nodes 1 and 4 are within range. Still, every node can
communicate to only a single link at a time due to the single radio transceiver
constraint. Thus, only sets of links not having common node endpoints can
transmit simultaneously without conflict (e.g. {L3, L4} or {L1, L5}).

as the number of slots τl in a T -slot periodic conflict-free link
schedule. The fluid model does not refer to a slotted system.
The bandwidth allocated to a link l is the long-term fraction of
time the node endpoints spend communicating conflict-free on
this link. The two models serve different purposes. The fluid
model is more general and intuitive and can be used to describe
bandwidth sharing as well as notions such as feasibility and
maxmin fairness. However a real system will always work in
the discrete domain on a finite T-periodic schedule.

B. Feasibility and maxmin fairness definition

Under the fluid model, the effective capacity Ci of a node i,
is defined as the maximum bandwidth a node provides its links
for communication. If Ci is less than unity, then the node is
always partially utilized by its adjacent links and remains idle
for the rest of the time.

A link bandwidth allocation R = (r1, ..., rl, ...., r|L|) is
called feasible if there exists a conflict-free (not necessarily pe-
riodic) schedule that allocates to every link l, a long-term rate
equal to rl. The set of all feasible bandwidth allocation vec-
tors defines the feasibility region, characterized by a set of con-
straints. Let L(i) be the set of links sharing node i. Since i
cannot communicate on different links simultaneously, an ob-
vious constraint is that the sum of the rates of all links in L(i)
must be less than the node capacity. Interestingly, a node ca-
pacity of unity guarantees feasible bandwidth allocations only
when the network topology is bipartite [1]. For a more gen-
eral topology the characterization of the feasible region is not
as straightforward. Still, according to [1] a node capacity equal
to 2/3 provides with a sufficient (albeit not necessary) charac-
terization of feasibility. Summarizing the above, we reach the
following node capacity constraints for feasibility:∑

f∈L(i)

rl ≤ Ci , ∀i ∈ N ,where

Ci =
{

1 if G(N,L) is bipartite
2/3 otherwise

(1)

How do nodes pick their effective capacity in a real dis-
tributed system? In multi-channel systems bipartite topologies

can be formed by appropriate selection of the physical links
to be formed. Such a selection is implicit in clustered archi-
tectures [18], [19], where each cluster (channel) is defined and
controlled by a clusterhead node. Inter-cluster communication
is performed by non-clusterhead gateway nodes that participate
in multiple clusters. In such systems the network topology is
by definition bipartite. Upon joining the network a node may
query its neighbors whether a clustered architecture is used or
not and set its effective capacity accordingly.

If a link l has a long-term arrival rate Bl we also need a de-
mand constraint on the maximum allowable rate for this link:

rl ≤ Bl (2)

A feasible rate allocation is maxmin fair (MMF) if the rate allo-
cated to a link cannot be increased without hurting other links
having equal or less rate. In Figure 1 the MMF allocation is
(rL1 , rL2 , rL3 , rL4 , rL5) = (1/3, 1/3, 1/3, 1/2, 1/2). We see
that because node 3 is fully utilized, the rate of 1/3 allocated
to link L1 cannot be increased without hurting the rates of the
flows L2,L3 that share node 3 and have been allocated an equal
rate. More formally, a rate allocation vector r is defined to be
MMF if:

1) It is feasible i.e. satisfies the capacity and demand con-
straints given by eqs. (1) and (2).

2) It is lexicographically greater than any other feasible rate
allocation vector r′. This means that if we sort both r and
r′ by increasing order of their rates and we start compar-
ing one by one the rates of the corresponding permuted
vectors r̃ and r̃′ starting from the lowest index (which is
1), then after a possible set of equal rates there will be an
index j such that r̃j

′ < r̃j .
Node i is defined as a bottleneck node to an adjacent link l if

the sum of the rates of all links in L(i) equals the node effective
capacity Ci and the rate of link l is greater than or equal to the
rate of all other links in L(i). The definition of bottleneck node,
gives rise to a distributed criterion to determine whether a given
allocation is MMF or not:

MMF criterion: A bandwidth allocation is MMF if and only
if every link l in the network satisfies at least one of the follow-
ing conditions:

• The bandwidth allocated to link l equals its long-term ar-
rival rate Bl.

• The link l has at least one bottleneck node.
For example, in Figure 1, we can easily verify that nodes 1 and
3 are bottleneck nodes for links L4, L5 and L1, L2, L3 respec-
tively.

The link MMF rates can be computed using an iterative, off-
line centralized algorithm. During each iteration, each node
equally divides its available bandwidth to its adjacent links. The
bottleneck nodes are the ones for which this division is mini-
mum; the minimum ratio is the MMF rate for this iteration and
is allocated to the links adjacent to the bottleneck nodes. We
then remove the bottleneck nodes and their adjacent links from
the network and reduce the available bandwidth of the remain-
ing nodes by the amount consumed by the removed links. Any
node whose available bandwidth becomes zero is also removed.
In the next iteration, we consider the reduced network, deter-
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mine the (next-level) bottleneck nodes and repeat the proce-
dure. The process continues until all links have been allocated
their rates. Upon termination, this algorithm yields the MMF
link rates because the links removed in every iteration have at
least one bottleneck node. The centralized algorithm is similar
in spirit to the algorithm of Bertsekas and Gallager for wireline
networks [29]–in our case, the resources to be shared are nodes
instead of wired links and the entities sharing the bandwidth of
the resources are wireless links instead of end-to-end sessions.
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Fig. 2. (a) Initialization: All nodes set their effective capacities to 1 (bipartite
topology) (b) Iteration 1: Bottleneck node is F –over all nodes, it provides the
minimum fair share of 1/4 to its adjacent links. (c) Iteration 2: Bottleneck node
is B (MMF rate is 1/3) (d) Iteration 3: Bottleneck node is C (MMF rate is 5/12)
(e) Iteration 4: Bottleneck node is D, MMF rate is 7/12 (f) The MMF link rate
allocation.

Figure 2 is an example of the centralized algorithm opera-
tion. The example illustrates that link-level max-min fairness is
a global objective–the optimal allocation depends on the entire
topology. Since nodes have access to only local information,
they never know the MMF rates of their adjacent links. We
seek an asynchronous distributed algorithm where nodes incre-
mentally reach the global MMF link rate allocation via local
rate adjustments. Such an algorithm would allow convergence
to the MMF solution once the topology stabilizes for a suffi-
cient amount of time. A second challenge, not addressed even
by the centralized algorithm, is that the nodes must also reach a
TDMA schedule that enforces these rates.

We first introduce an algorithm that computes the MMF rates
using only local information. This algorithm is then used in the
slotted system to guide slot re-assignments for rate adjustments.
We thus target for rate computation and enforcement to occur
in parallel. Our approach will be presented in detail in the fol-
lowing sections.

III. DISTRIBUTED ALGORITHM–FLUID MODEL

A. Fairness deficit

In this section, we introduce an asynchronous distributed al-
gorithm for the fluid model that works in the feasible rates re-
gion and eventually converges to the MMF allocation. The al-
gorithm starts from an arbitrary feasible link rate allocation R.
At asynchronous points in time each link is activated for a pos-
sible rate adjustment. The adjustment is such that at least one of
the node endpoints becomes a bottleneck node for this link. A
bottleneck node can be created if the node utilization equals Ci

and the rate of the link increases so that it gets a rate greater than
or equal to the rate of the other links adjacent to that node. The
amount of this rate increase is called the fairness deficit and is
computed by the fairness deficit computation (FDC) algorithm.
The rate allocation of node i is the set ri = {rij : j ∈ N(i)}
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Fig. 3. The FDC algorithm for link (1,2) by node 1. First, the available
bandwidth E1 = C1 − ∑

j∈N(1) r1j of node 1 is given to link (1, 2). Then,

at each step t, we consider the maximum rate set M(t) (denoted by the shaded
entries). If r′12 does not belong in M(t), the total bandwidth of the links in
M(t) and link (1, 2) is equally distributed to them. This process continues until
link (1, 2) is in the maximum rate set. The last row is the new rate allocation
r′
1; the fairness deficit is fd1→2 = 0.215 − 0.05 = 0.165.

of rates allocated to its adjacent link flows. Starting from ri,
the FDC algorithm for link (i, j) computes a new allocation
r

′
i in which the rate r′ij belongs to the maximum link rate set.

Then the fairness deficit fdi→j of node i with respect to (i, j)
is r′ij − rij . Figure 3 is a representative example of the FDC
algorithm operation; Figure 14(a) in Appendix B, contains the
algorithm pseudocode, which includes the case when there is a
demand constraint Bij on link (i, j).

B. The fluid model algorithm

When a link (i, j) is asynchronously activated for rate adjust-
ment, the following actions are performed:

1) Nodes i and j compute their fairness deficits fdi→j and
fdj→i on link (i, j) and exchange their deficit values.
The link fairness deficit is fdij = min{fdi→j , fdj→i}.

2) If the link fairness deficit is zero, then no rate adjustment
takes place, steps 3 and 4 are not executed and no further
action is taken.

3) If both deficits are non-zero, then the rate of link (i, j) is
increased by fdij .

4) Nodes i and j adjust the rates of the rest of their adjacent
links accordingly. If i is the minimum deficit node then
its new link rate allocation is the one given by the FDC
algorithm of fdi→j in step 1. The maximum deficit node
j reaches its new link rate allocation r

′
j by applying again
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the FDC on link (i, j) with an upper bound constraint of
rij + fdij .

Note that in order to do the above adjustments we only need
to reduce the rates of certain links adjacent to nodes i and j
except link (i, j) the rate of which is increased by fdij .

Convergence Theorem:Given a static topology and an ar-
bitrary initial feasible network rate allocation R, the above al-
grotihm converges to the network maxmin fair solution after a
finite number of link activations for rate adjustment.

Proof: See Appendix A.

The algorithm is self-terminating–no explicit message needs
to be sent to the entire network to signal convergence. When
a link is activated for a possible rate adjustment, adjustment
occurs only if the link fairness deficit is non-zero. Upon con-
vergence, all links will have at least one bottleneck node and
the link fairness deficit will be zero for all links.

IV. DISTRIBUTED ALGORITHM–SLOT MODEL

A. Fairness deficit computation and slot assignment algo-
rithm

The fluid algorithm guarantees convergence to the network
maxmin fair rates but does not yield a conflict-free schedule
that realizes these rates. This is because the fluid model does
not refer to a slotted system but is mainly concerned on how to
redistribute the bandwidth.

The slotted algorithm emulates the one of the fluid model
with the basic difference that whenever it adjusts the rate of
a link it does so by re-assigning transmission slots directly on
the network schedule without violating the conflict constraints.
Since the fluid algorithm converges to the maxmin fair rates
under asynchronous distributed operation, the slotted one will
have similar properties provided it yields a conflict-free sched-
ule after each rate adjustment. The slotted fairness deficit com-
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Fig. 4. A wireless ad hoc network using a T = 14 periodic conflict-free
schedule. The link weights denote the number of conflict-free slots allocated
to each link. Each slot entry j in the local schedule Si of node i, signifies that
node i has assigned this slot to link (i, j).
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Fig. 5. The slotted FDC for node 1 on link (1, 2) in the network of Fig. 4:
(1) slots are converted to normalized rates (2) fluid model FDC is applied to
rates. (3) resulting rates are ”quantized” to slots. (4) The excess slots due to the
quantization of step 3 are given to link (1, 2). (5) The resulting rate difference
vector x1. The fairness deficit for link (1, 2) is 4 slots.

difference vector xi = τ ′
i − τ i. An example of the detailed

operation of the slotted FDC is shown in Figure 5.

Given xi, a positive (negative) element xik means that the
rate of link (i, k) must be increased (decreased) by xik slots. A
zero element indicates no change in the rate of the correspond-
ing link. The set of surplus links (i.e. the links affected by the
rate adjustment on link (i, j)) isX−

i = {(i, k) : xik < 0}. Also
xij is positive and equal to the fairness deficit amount of slots
that must be assigned to link (i, j).

The slot assignment algorithm decides for each surplus link
(i, k) which xik out of the τik current slot positions will be re-
assigned to link (i, j). To maintain the conflict-free property,
both endpoint nodes must eventually assign to (i, j) the same
slot positions in their link schedules.

The slot assignment algorithm consists of two phases. In
Phase I, node i takes into account the link schedule of j and
assigns slot positions to link (i, j) in the following prioritized
way:

1) First, link (i, j) is assigned slot positions that are cur-
rently idle in both link schedules Si and Sj , if such po-
sitions exist.

2) If step 1 did not find enough matching slot positions, link
(i, j) is assigned slot positions where j is idle and i cur-
rently uses for a surplus link (i, k), if such positions exist.

The number of slot positions that matched during phase I
may still be less than the required deficit for link (i, j). For
each surplus link (i, k) that Phase I selected only mik out of
xik slots, Phase II randomly selects extra xik −mik slot posi-
tions that are still assigned to (i, k) in Si and reassigns them to
link (i, j). The algorithm outputs a list indicating the extra slot
positions that should be assigned to link (i, j). The algorithm
pseudocode can be found in Figure 14(b) of Appendix B.

As an example of the slot assignment operation, node 1 is
called to decide on the extra slot positions that will be assigned
to link (1, 2) based on its own and node 2’s local schedules (Fig-
ure 6). The rate difference vector (row 5 in Figure 5) indicates
that links (1, 3) and (1, 4) must give away two slots each and
link (1, 2) should be assigned four extra slots. By matching the
idle slots of S2, node 1 reassigns slot positions {7, 12} from
(1, 3) and {11, 13} (selected randomly from {0, 11, 13}) from
(1, 4) to link (1, 2).
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4S1

0slot#

S2

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

- 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 1 5 1 - - -
3 3 4 3 4 3 4 2 3 2 4 3 4

Fig. 6. Idle slot positions {12} and {0, 11, 13} of S2 match with ones as-
signed to links (1, 3) and (1, 4) in S1 respectively. Link (1, 2) is finally as-
signed slot positions {7, 11, 12, 13}.

B. Signaling schedule updates

After the slot assignment algorithm, the rate increase on a
link decreases the rates of some of the other links adjacent both
endpoint nodes. To maintain the conflict-free schedule prop-
erty, the affected nodes must be notified to update their own
local schedules to reflect this change. A schedule update (SC)
control packet sent from node i to node j informs its recipient
how it should modify its local schedule and contains the follow-
ing information:

• A field specifying if the packet concerns a rate increase
(SC inc) or decrease (SC dec) SC packet (1 bit).

• A list of slot positions that need to be modified in the re-
cipient’s local schedule (T-bits). For an SC inc packet the
indicated positions will be assigned to link (i, j) in the
updated local schedule of recipient node j, while for an
SC dec packet they will be assigned as idle.

• The number of slots the recipient should wait before ap-
plying the above schedule update (�log2T � bits).

Also, all nodes participating in the link rate adjustment must
know when to update their local schedules. Starting from slot
s where the link was activated for rate adjustment, the commit
slot offset is the number of slots needed for the schedule up-
date to be propagated to all the affected nodes in the one-hop
neighborhood of link (i, j). The commit slot offsetcoff (s)

ij is
locally computed on slot s and is appropriately included in the
SC control packets to let each node know when it should apply
the update. After coff (s)

ij slots, the last node receives an SC
packet and all affected nodes (including nodes i and j) apply
the schedule update starting on the next slot.

C. The commit slot offset computation

Given a node i and a slot s in its current periodic sched-
ule, the multicast slot offset b(s)i (M(i)) on the neighbor sub-
set M(i) of N(i), is the number of slots needed by i to com-
municate with all nodes in M(i) starting from slot s. Af-
ter node i performs the slot assignment algorithm, it needs
A

(s)
i = b

(s)
i (N(i)) slots to send the schedule update to all

its neighbors. The other end node j receives the update af-
ter α = b

(s)
i ({j}) slots and according to its own schedule

Sj , it needs additional b(s+α)
j (N(j) − {i}) slots to update the

rest of its neighbors. Therefore starting from slot s, node j

will need a total of B(s)
j = α + b

(s+α)
j (N(j) − {i}) slots to

propagate the schedule update. The commit slot offset is the
number of slots after slot s until both i and j reach all their
neighbors: coff

(s)
ij = max{A(s)

i , B
(s)
j }. Referring to Fig-

ure 6, assume that node 1 has just performed the slot assign-
ment algorithm at slot s = 8. Given S1, node 1 will need

A
(8)
1 = b

(8)
1 ({2, 3, 4}) = 3 slots to send the schedule update.

Node 2 will receive the schedule update at slot 10, and accord-
ing to S2 it will need additional b(10)2 ({5}) = 5 slots to reach
node 5 (on slot 1 of its periodic schedule). Thus, starting from
slot s = 8 node 2 will need A

(8)
1 = 2 + 5 = 7 slots for the

schedule update propagation and finally the commit slot offset
is coff (s)

12 = max{A(s)
1 , B

(s)
2 } = 7 slots.

D. The complete algorithm

When a link (i, j) is activated for rate adjustment at slot s,
the following actions are performed:

1) Nodes i and j compute their (discrete) fairness deficits
fdi→j and fdj→i on link (i, j) and exchange two fair-
ness deficit (FD) control packets. The FD packet sent by
each node n contains the following information:

• The node’s calculated discrete fairness deficit with
respect to link (i, j) (�log2T � bits).

• The number of slots B(s)
n node n needs to propa-

gate the schedule update to all its neighbors in case
it turns out to be the maximum deficit node (�log2T �
bits).

• A T -bit vector In indicating the idle slot positions in
its local schedule Sn (T bits).

2) If any of the two fairness deficits is zero, no rate adjust-
ment takes place, the rest of the steps are not executed
and no further action is taken.

3) If both deficits are non-zero, then the rate of link (i, j)
must be increased by the minimum of the two fairness
deficits. The minimum deficit node is the one with the
smaller deficit or in the case of equal deficits the one with
smaller id.

4) If i is the minimum deficit node, then based on the FD
packet received by j:

• Given Ij , it executes the slot assignment algorithm
to determine the list of extra slot positions that will
be assigned to link (i, j).

• It computes the number of slots A(s)
i = b

(s)
i (N(i))

it needs to propagate the schedule update to all its
neighbors. The commit slot offset is then coff (s)

ij =

max{A(s)
i , B

(s)
j }.

5) Then i sends j an SC inc packet with the list of slot po-
sitions decided by the slot assignment algorithm for link
(i, j), and an SC dec packet to the rest of its neighbors to
notify them when and which slots of their local schedules
they should set as idle. As soon as j receives the SC inc
packet, it sends an SC dec packet to all its neighbors sim-
ilar to node i.

6) At (global) time instant s+coff (s)
ij , node i, node j and all

their one-hop neighbors apply the change they received
earlier in the SC packets; the schedule adjustment is com-
plete.

E. Simultaneous link activations for rate adjustment

In this section we provide the additional mechanisms needed
to maintain the conflict-free property of the local schedules
when multiple links are adjusting their rates simultaneously.
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Links can be asynchronously and independently activated for
rate adjustment on the slots assigned to them for communica-
tion by the current network conflict-free schedule. According
to this schedule the links that can transmit simultaneously do
not have common node endpoints. Therefore only such links
are activated for rate adjustment (increase) on the same slot.

If link (i, j) is activated for a rate adjustment on slot s, the in-
terval {s, s+1, ..., s+coff

(s)
ij } until the endpoints update their

local schedules is defined as their busy period. To maintain the
schedule conflict-free property, no adjacent link to the endpoint
nodes i and j must be activated for rate adjustment in any slot
within the busy period. Thus, during their busy period, nodes i
and j do not initiate or respond to requests (i.e. FD packets) for
rate adjustment from their neighbors. If a neighbor node hap-
pens to initiate and does not receive a response, it retries again
after a random number of slots. After the busy period the end-
points i and j become again available for rate adjustment with
other neighbors.

Also, during the busy period nodes i and j lock the extra
slot positions decided by the slot assignment algorithm for link
(i, j) until the end of their busy period where they update their
schedules. If during this time they receive an SC dec packet
from any of their neighbors k that was produced by a simulta-
neous rate increase of link (k, l), they set as idle only the in-
dicated slots that do not coincide with the locked ones. This
prevents one node endpoint overwriting the extra slot positions
given to (i, j) if the SC dec packet happens to indicate common
positions to be set as idle.

F. Protocol communication Requirements

The amount of control information needed by the protocol
depends only in the system period T and not in the network
dimensions such as size or density. The FD and SC packets
consist of 2�log2T �+ T bits and 1 + T + �log2T � bits respec-
tively. Thus the protocol requirement in bits per control packet
is:

Bcontrol = 2�log2T � + T bits (3)

Since the control and data packets share the same slots, this sets
the minimum (excluding FEC, headers etc) half-duplex mini-
slot size in the system. If the radio transmission rate is Rtx

bits/sec, the minimum duration of a single slot system packet is
2(2�log2T �+ T )/Rtx sec. Higher transmission rates allow for
shorter slot durations for a fixed T or larger schedule periods T
for a fixed slot size.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Experimental model and setting

We have implemented a packet-level simulator environment
in C++ for evaluating the algorithm performance. The simula-
tor includes the generation of various static and dynamic topol-
ogy scenarios as well as an implementation of the proposed pro-
tocol.

Topology dynamics are modeled by having links going up
and down in a static baseline topology [28]. This model cap-
tures the way mobility is manifested in multi-channel systems

without delving into the details of the complex hand-off and
link establishment protocols that should be used by a multi-
channel system when nodes actually move. While important,
such protocols are out of the scope of this paper. Also this
model allows for explicit control of parameters that affect the
protocol performance such as topology density and frequency
of topology changes.

Each link in the baseline topology cycles independently be-
tween an ACTIVE (link ”up”) and INACTIVE (”link down”)
state. A link remains ACTIVE for a geometrically distributed
number of slots with mean Tactive. Since all links alternate
between the two states independently, the long-term fraction
of time p a link is ACTIVE equals the average percentage of
active links in the baseline topology at any time. In addition,
certain multi-channel technologies impose a limit on the num-
ber of physical links a wireless node can maintain simultane-
ously. This restricts the maximum node degree to Dmax (e.g.
in Bluetooth Dmax is 7). The parameter Tactive is used to tune
the rate of topology changes while p and Dmax affect the av-
erage network density. The frequency of rate adjustments is
controlled by the protocol parameter Tadjust. After a link rate
adjustment, the endpoint nodes agree on a random rate adjust-
ment timer chosen uniformly between 0 and Tadjust slots. The
timer decreases on each future time slot the link is used for
transmissions. When the timer expires, the link is activated for
rate adjustment.

We use two metrics for the algorithm performance evalua-
tion:

• Relative computation error: If the MMF rate of a link
(i, j) at time t is rMMF

ij (t) and the computed rate is rij(t),
the relative computation error for link (i,j) at time t is
|1 − rij(t)/rMMF

ij (t)|. For each slot t, we consider the
maximum and average relative computation error over all
currently ACTIVE links. After each topology change, the
reference link MMF rates are computed off-line using the
centralized algorithm.

• Control Overhead: During network operation, a slot can
be idle, used for transmission of a DATA packet or ex-
change of control information conveyed by the FD and SC
packets. The control overhead is the ratio of control pack-
ets over the total number of packets transmitted during a
simulation run.

In the following experiments we consider bipartite topolo-
gies because the entire feasibility region is can be captured by
local conditions in this case (i.e. if every node sets Ci = 1 in
equation (1) feasibility is guaranteed). As mentioned earlier, bi-
partite topologies arise in clustered architectures [18], [19] or in
some instances of Bluetooth-based ad hoc networks [21]. In the
non-bipartite case, nodes can set their effective capacity to 2/3
to guarantee feasible rate allocations; the algorithm will yield
MMF rates with respect to this fractional capacity.

We use an N = 100 node bipartite baseline topology with 50
nodes per bipartite set. This yields a rich set of N2/4 = 2500
possible links in the baseline topology that can be ACTIVE
or INACTIVE at any time. In terms of traffic demands, all
links are assumed backlogged (no demand constraints) when
ACTIVE.
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B. Experiments on static networks

Given the baseline topology, the parameters p and Dmax are
used to derive static topologies of various density and maximum
degree characteristics (e.g. Figure 7). All simulations in static
topologies were run for 500000 slots.

Fig. 7. A sample N = 100(50/50) bipartite topology of p = 0.1 and
Dmax = 7 derived from the baseline topology graph. Only ACTIVE links are
shown.

In Figures 8 and 9 we set p = 1.0 so that every node has a
degree ofDmax. The target MMF rate every link in the network
must reach is 1/Dmax (approximated by T/Dmax slots). Fig-
ure 8 shows the effect of the schedule period T and maximum
degree constraint Dmax on the average and maximum relative
errors. For a fixed Dmax, both errors decrease as T increases.
One reason is that a larger period provides a better approxima-
tion to the reference (continuous) MMF rates.

For example a period of T = 64 cannot provide enough gran-
ularity for a Dmax = 14 and the resulting errors are very high.
The other reason is that a larger T offers more transmission
slots to a link per period. This incurs more frequent expirations
of the rate adjustment timer, and hence more overall activations
for link rate adjustment. This is also the explanation for the
increase in the control overhead in Figure 9 as the period T
increases.

The maximum node degree Dmax has a more pronounced
effect both in errors and control overhead. This is illustrated
by the distance between the curves in both Figures 8 and 9. In
the error curves, the effect of Dmax decreases as the period T
increases. After T = 1024 slots, the average relative error be-
comes less than 3% and the maximum error less than 20% for
all cases. However, in terms of control overhead, the differ-
ence between the curves does not decrease with T . Thus for
T = 1024, a Dmax = 7 spends only 3% of transmissions in ex-
change of control packets while a Dmax = 14 spends 17%. To
keep the control overhead low, we need to reduce the frequency
of rate adjustments that is controlled by the Tadjust parameter.

Figure 10(a) illustrates the effect of Tadjust on a (T = 1024,
Dmax = 14) system. By increasing Tadjust (hence decreas-
ing the frequency of link rate adjustments) the control overhead
decreases without any noticeable effect in the resulting max-
imum and average discrepancy from the MMF solution. At
Tadjust = 16384 slots, the control overhead becomes negli-
gible. Still, decreasing the frequency of link activations leads
to a slower convergence. This will become obvious in the ex-
periments of the dynamic topologies.
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Fig. 8. (a) Average and (b) Maximum Relative Errors for a static network of
N = 100 p = 1.0 and Tadjust = 512 slots for various choices of T and
Dmax. The average and maximum relative errors are computed over all active
links at the last slot of the simulation.
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Fig. 9. Control Overhead for a static network of N = 100, p = 1.0 and
Tadjust = 512 slots for various choices of T and Dmax.

Figure 10(b) shows the effect of the topology density pa-
rameter p on the three metrics of interest. As the density de-
creases, less nodes need to establish the maximum number of
links Dmax and this leads to a reduction of both errors and con-
trol overhead in the network.

C. Experiments on dynamic networks

The parameter controlling the network dynamics is Tactive

for the rate of topology changes. To see how the time scale
of topology dynamics affects the algorithm performance, we
use as system technology parameters the ones of Bluetooth.
Bluetooth supports a raw transmission rate of Rtx = 1Mbps
and a maximum number of simultaneously active physical links
Dmax = 7. The system slot duration is 1.25ms. We use a pe-
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Fig. 10. (a) Effect of reduction in the frequency of link rate adjustments. (b)
Effect of the density topology parameter p.

riod of T = 200 slots, which is the maximum that can be sup-
ported by the current Bluetooth specification 1. All simulations
were run for 500000 slots. We consider the pdf distribution of
the average relative error during the last 100000 slots.

Figure 11 illustrates the effect of mobility and network den-
sity on the error distribution. The bell-shaped curves indicate
that the MMF rate discrepancy experienced by an average link
generally oscillates around a mean value. In Figure 11a, we
let a link spend an equal average amount of time in the AC-
TIVE or INACTIVE state, by setting p = 0.5. The average
time Tactive a link alternates between the two states varies from
32min (1536000 slots) to 1min (48000 slots). As the rate of
topology changes increases, both error mean and variance in-
crease. This is illustrated by a right-shift and ”spreading” of the
error distribution curves as the parameter Tactive decreases. For
a quasi-static network (Tactive = 32min), the MMF discrep-
ancy of an average link is centered at 0.7% and varies between
0.2% and 4%. For Tactive = 1min the peak consists of a range
of error values (4% − 6%) and the overall error dynamic range
is 2% − 10%.

For the same rate of topology changes, the mean and vari-
ance of the average relative error increase with topology den-

1Half duplex mini-slots in our model correspond to single-slot Bluetooth
baseband ACL packets. The payload size of these packets is limited to 240
bits. If we exclude the higher layer headers and the CRC, only 216 bits are left
for the protocol information (DH1 packets). When FEC is added (DM1 pack-
ets), the available space goes down to 136 bits. Using equation (3), we can see
that the maximum period T for DH1 packets is 200 slots and for DM1 packets
122 slots.
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Fig. 11. Effect of (a) rate of topology changes and (b) topology density in the
distribution of the average relative error.

sity (Figure 11b). The reason is that a denser topology allows
for less simultaneous conflict-free transmissions per period and
hence less frequent expirations of the rate adjustment timer per
link. Therefore rate adjustments are happening at a slower rate
and this affects the ability of the algorithm to track topology
changes. Still, even in the most dense topology (p = 0.9) and
high rate of topology changes of Tactive = 1min (48000 slots),
an average link will achieve above 80% of its target MMF rate.

Figure 12 shows the effect of the rate adjustment parameter
Tadjust in the most dynamic case where links form and fail ev-
ery 1 minute (48000 slots) on the average. As Tadjust varies
from 5.12s (4096 slots) to 160ms (128 slots), the error mean
and variance decrease slightly (Figure 12a) but the control over-
head increases (Figure 12b). For Tadjust = 160ms (128 slots),
the error is centered at 2% of the MMF rate but the control
overhead needed to sustain it amounts to 27% of the overall
number of transmissions. A Tadjust greater than 640ms (512
slots) keeps the overhead below 9% but the error mean and vari-
ance will gracefully increase according to Figure 12a.

Figure 13 illustrates how topology dynamics and density af-
fect the algorithm performance had the reference technology
specification allowed for a larger Dmax. The curve trends are
the same as in Figure 11 but the error means and variances
increase with Dmax. This shows the algorithm performance
degradation for technologies using a certain radio transmission
rate and wish to support a larger maximum number of MMF
links per node in a dynamic network.

Technologies supporting higher transmission rates result in
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Fig. 12. Effect of frequency of link activations on (a) the average relative error
and (b) control overhead.
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Fig. 13. Dmax = 14: Effect of (a) rate of topology changes and (b) topology
density in the distribution of the average relative error.

a better performance because they can use a shorter slot dura-
tion. For example if Rtx = 2Mbps in the reference system, the
system slot duration is 0.625ms instead of 1.25ms and there-
fore ”Tactive = 2min” in Figure 11a will now correspond to
the error distribution of Tactive = 192000 instead of the one of
96000 slots. As we double the transmission rate, we can see the
corresponding performance improvement by moving one error
distribution curve to the left in Figures 11a, 12a, 13a and one
point to the left in Figure 12b for the control overhead.

VI. RELATED WORK

The maxmin fairness objective has been addressed for both
single channel and multi-channel wireless systems. Fairness is
defined and addressed for single-hop flows in all cases. Single
channel systems are considered in [4][5][6]. The work in [4]
uses a weighted fairness scheme to first allocate a minimum fair
bandwidth to the network flows and then maximize the system
utilization subject to this allocation. This approach can reach
the maxmin fair allocation using appropriate flow weights.
However, the weight computation would require knowledge of
the MMF rates. This in turn would require a global network
MMF rate pre-computation phase a difficult task in a large dy-
namic network. Nandagopal et al. [6] define fairness in terms
of maximizing total logarithmic user utility functions and im-
plement proportional fairness within this framework. Maxmin
fairness is mentioned as a asymptotic case of this utility fairness
model. A centralized and a distributed algorithm specifically
targeted for maxmin fairness are proposed in [5]. The central-
ized algorithm reaches an approximate solution for large net-
works because it relies on the computation of the clique corpus
of a graph, which is an NP-complete problem. In the distributed
algorithm a node maintains a subset of the contention graph and
heuristically computes a coarser allocation.

It should be noted that in [4][5][6], the distributed algorithms
that approximate the fairness models are implemented using a
random access MAC protocol and attempt to achieve the de-
sired rates by setting a per-flow back-off timer according to the
fair weight of the flow. Since random access cannot support
strict bandwidth allocation guarantees fairness can be achieved
only in a probabilistic sense in this case (very large time scales).

The work in [7] defines the maxmin fairness objective in a
slotted multi-channel system using scheduled access and pro-
vides a scheduling policy that achieves maxmin fair allocation
of flows. At each slot, a node first assigns appropriate weights
to each of its adjacent flows by using a round robin token gen-
eration scheme. Then the flows that constitute a maximum
weighted matching on the network are scheduled to transmit
conflict-free. This step makes this approach unsuitable for dis-
tributed implementation because it requires global topology in-
formation for computing the maximum weighted matching.

DSSA [8], a distributed TDMA scheduling algorithm for
Bluetooth scatternets, cannot be applied to the maxmin fairness
objective. In DSSA nodes start with an knowledge of demands
on their adjacent links and try to reach a conflict-free schedule
of short length that satisfies these demands. However maxmin
fairness is a global objective. Hence, to use this algorithm one
must first pre-compute the MMF rates and then provide them as
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local traffic demands to every node in the network, something
not practical.

Distributed algorithms for MMF rate computation for multi-
hop sessions have also been studied extensively in the wireline
networks context [24][25]. Our algorithm is similar by being
asynchronous, distributed and targeting the MMF rates. The
difference is that these algorithms perform only the fluid model
part: they only compute the MMF rates but do not specify how
to enforce them. The problem of enforcing the rates is treated
separately by using end-to-end or hop-by-hop link schedulers
and traffic shapers [26][27]. This separation is perfectly justi-
fied in the wireline networks context due to the link scheduling
independence. In the wireless case, a rate adjustment on a link
has an effect on the rates of links adjacent to both endpoint
nodes and the problems of rate computation (fairness deficit
computation) and rate enforcement (conflict-free slot assign-
ment) must be addressed jointly.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Future deployment of wireless ad hoc networks calls for de-
centralized techniques that allocate efficiently the scarce wire-
less medium to mobile users. We presented a distributed asyn-
chronous algorithm of low complexity aiming for maxmin fair-
ness. Bandwidth allocations are realized by conflict-free peri-
odic link schedules. This implies both short-term (to the extent
of the period T ) and long-term fairness properties.

A unique feature of the distributed scheduling technique is
that it does not assume any initial knowledge about the (global)
MMF objective. Instead, the rate computation and enforce-
ment occur simultaneously by means of local and incremental
conflict-free schedule updates. This incremental property al-
lows for natural adaptation to network dynamics without the
need to suspend communications and restart the schedule com-
putation from scratch. The scheduling mechanism is driven by
the rate computation algorithm, which converges to the MMF
solution under the fluid model. Still, when emulating the fluid
algorithm in the slotted world the convergence is not exact
and there are restrictions and trade-offs a designer has to take
into account. To this end, we provide an analysis of the algo-
rithm communication requirements and its effect on the design
choices of a technology supporting it.

The algorithm was extensively tested under various technol-
ogy choices and topology dynamics. For static networks it
demonstrated excellent convergence properties especially as the
schedule period T increases. For dynamic scenarios, an aver-
age link typically experiences a certain mean MMF discrepancy
with a finite variance. Performance gracefully degrades with
the increase in the rate of topology changes, network density
and desired maximum number of physical links supported by a
wireless node. In highly dynamic scenarios and stringent tech-
nology constraints (modest Rtx and high Dmax), the incremen-
tal nature of the algorithm allows the network to be reasonably
close to the maxmin fair solution most of the time. In addition,
the frequency of link rate adjustments can be fine-tuned to get
acceptable performance for low control overhead.
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APPENDIX A: Proof of Convergence Theorem

We assume that every link in the network will be asyn-
chronously activated for rate adjustment infinitely often. This
means that the links do not stop attempting to perform rate
adjustments and intervals in-between consecutive rate adjust-
ments of a specific link are finite. For simplicity, we assume
that all links are backlogged. The proof for the case where con-
strained links exist follows a similar reasoning.

Let the link rate adjustment process start at time t0. Con-
sider the set of most constrained nodesN (0), for which the ratio
Ck/|L(k)| is equal and minimum:

N (0) = {i : i = argmin
k∈N

{Ck/|L(k)|}}.

When a link l of node i in N (0) is activated for rate adjust-
ment:

• Node i is always the bottleneck node for l because it offers
the minimum deficit.

• According to the FDC algorithm of i, link l will belong to
the maximum rate set of the new rate allocation ri. Also,
the cardinality of the new maximum rate set of node i in-
creases by one link.

When all adjacent links of i have been activated for rate ad-
justment, its maximum rate set will have |L(i)| links, each link
allocated a rate of Ci/|L(i)|. From that point on, when a link
l ∈ L(i) is activated for rate adjustment, i will be giving it a
fairness deficit of zero, and no further rate adjustment will take
place for such a link. Since links are activated infinitely often
for rate adjustment, there will be a point t1 > t0 where all ad-
jacent links to all nodes i in N (0) have been allocated a rate of
Ci/|L(i)|.

Let L(0) be the set of all links adjacent to the nodes in N (0)

and consider the algorithm operation after time t1.
Nodes in N (0) will never adjust the rates of their adjacent

links. When a node in N − N (0) executes the FDC algorithm
for an adjacent link l not in L(0), it may decrease the rates of
other adjacent links except those in L(0)–these links have the
global minimum rate in the network and will never belong to
the maximum rate set during the FDC computation. This is
equivalent to saying that links in L(0) and the bandwidth they
consume have been ”removed” from the network; the nodes in
N−N (0) redistribute their remaining capacity to their adjacent,
non-saturated links.

After time t1, denote by N (1) the set of the next most con-
strained nodes in the network:

N (1) = {i : i = arg min
k∈N−N(0)

{(Ck −
∑

j∈N(0)

rkj)/|L(k)|}}.

When a link l = (i, j) adjacent to a node i ∈ N (1) is activated
for a rate adjustment:

• If the other endpoint node j is in N (0), no rate reallocation
takes place because the link fairness deficit is zero.

• Otherwise, node i is the bottleneck node for this link. Now
if there is another link in L(i) for which the endpoint node
k 
= j is in N (0), then its rate cannot be decreased fur-
ther by the FDC algorithm of i because it has already es-
tablished the minimum possible fair share in the network
(Ck/|L(k)|).

• The cardinality of the new maximum rate set of node i
increases by one link.

Now let time instant t2 > t1 be the point in time where all adja-
cent links to all nodes i inN (1) (except the links (i, k) for which
node k is in N (0)) will have been allocated a rate of Ci/|L(i)|.
We can easily show by induction that there exists a future finite
time instant tn+1 until every set of constrained nodes

N (n) = {i : i = arg min
k∈N−N(0)∪...∪N(n)

{(Ck −
∑

j∈N(0)∪...∪N(n)

rkj)/|L(k)|}

will saturate its remaining links. It follows that the algorithm
converges to the MMF allocation in a finite number of steps.
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APPENDIX B: Algorithm pseudocodes

Procedure ComputeFairnessDeficit

Input: i , ri, j, Bij Output: r
’
i , fdi->j

Initialization: t=0, r
’
i= ri , Ei=Ci-Sumj{rij}

begin

1. r
’
ij = r

’
ij + Ei /*Increase by the available node bandwidth*/

2. max_rate = max{k in N(i)} r
’
ik

3. while (r
’
ij < max_rate AND r

’
ij < Bij )

begin

3.1. t = t + 1

3.2. max_rate = max{k in N(i)-{j}} r
’
ik

3.3. M
(t)

= {(i,j1), …, (i,jm): r
’
ij1 = …=r

’
ijm =max_rate}, m=| M

(t)
|

3.4. r
’
ij1 = …= r

’
ijm = r

’
ij = ( r

’
ij1 + …+r

’
ijm + r

’
ij) / (m+1)

end

4. If (r
’
ij > Bij) /*rate constraint is less than the fair share */

4.1. r
’
ij =Bij

4.2. r
’
ijk = r

’
ijk + (r

’
ij -Bij) / m for every (i, jk) in M

(t)
.

5. fdi->j = r
’
ij - rij

end

Procedure AssignSlots

Input: i , xi, Si , j, Sj , T Output: S i , di

Initialization: Si = Si , di (s)= 0 for s = 0, &, T -1

begin /*Phase I: Match the idle slots of the other end j and assign on link (i,j)*/

1. Slot position set I0 = {s: Si (s) = idle AND Sj (s) = idle, s=0,&,T -1}

1.1.repeat /*First match the slots that are idle in both Si and Sj*/

Randomly select a slot positions from I0

S i (s)=j, di (s)=1 /*Assign slot position s to link (i,j) in Si */

xij = xij 1, I0 = I0 - {s}

until (xij == 0 OR I0 is empty)

1.2. If ( xij == 0 ) stop and exit procedure.

2. Form set of surplus linksXi
--

= {(i,k): xik < 0} from xi.

2.1. for every link (i,k) in Xi begin

Slot position set Ik = {s: Si (s) = k AND Sj (s) = idle, s=0,&,T -1}

repeat /*Match idle slots in Sj and ones of surplus link (i,k) in Si */

Randomly select a slot position s from Ik

S i (s)=j, di (s)=1 /*Assign slot position s to link (i,j) in Si */

xij = xij 1, xik = xik + 1, Ik = Ik - {s}

until (xik == 0 OR Ik is empty)

If ( xij == 0 ) stop and exit procedure.

end/*end for loop 2.1.*/

/*Phase II starts here*/

3. for every link (i,k) in Xi begin

if (xik < 0) begin /*If this link has still slots to give after Phase I*/

Form set Ik by randomly selectingxik slot positions s : Si (s) = k

for every slot position s in Ik

Si (s) = j , di (s) = 1 /*Assign slot s to link (i,j) in Si */

end /*end for loop 3.*/

end /*Procedure AssignSlots*/

(a) (b)

Fig. 14. (a) The Fairness Deficit Computation (FDC) algorithm (b) The slot
assignment algorithm


